The ability of certain animal groups to fly by themselves has always stirred our imaginations. Even in the 15th century Leonardo da Vinci was famously inspired to try to build bird-like ornithopters. However, it was not until the 19th century that the nature of aerodynamic lift was understood, and it is a little more than 100 years since it was successfully applied to achieve flight by an aircraft. The key to success, as previous attempts to mimic animal flapping flight had failed (sometimes fatally), was to separate lift and thrust generation, so that aircraft wings provide lift while a propeller generates thrust. But animals generate lift and thrust by flapping their wings, which continuously change shape and deform elastically throughout the wingstroke. An analytical solution of Navier-Stokes equations (the general differential equations arising from applying Newton's second law to viscous fluid motion), which describe the aerodynamic forces that keep fliers aloft, would, in principle, solve the problem of how birds fly, but a solution to these equations defies scientists to this day. However, there is some light at the end of the tunnel. In a landmark paper from 1968 published in The Journal of Experimental Biology (Pennycuick, 1968b) , Colin Pennycuick combined aerodynamic (helicopter) theory with ingenious wind tunnel experiments using a trained pigeon Columba livia to derive a quantitatively accurate mechanical model of bird flight. In a companion paper Pennycuick also estimated some basic properties for the bird in steady gliding flight in a tilted wind tunnel (Pennycuick, 1968a) , including how the profile drag coefficient varies in relation to the lift coefficient and the magnitude of the parasite drag coefficient of a bird. Pennycuick used this information about wing lift and drag from the body and wings to develop his classic 'momentum jet' model of flapping flight mechanics (Pennycuick, 1968b) .
The 'momentum jet' component of the model, which Pennycuick borrowed from helicopter theory, considers the bird as an 'actuator', a circular disc of diameter equal to the wingspan. The actuator generates a downward deflected uniform jet (which is why this model is also called the 'momentum jet' model of flight). The rate of momentum acquired by this jet must balance the bird's weight in steady level flight, while the fact that the wings are flapping and generating a pulsed wake is ignored by this model. Pennycuick's main focus was to derive how the total mechanical power required to fly varies across a range of airspeeds (U). To do so he divided the total power into three components, each of which varies with airspeed but in different ways. The three components are induced power due to lift generation (declines with U), parasite power due to the drag of the body (called parasite because it originates from nonlifting parts, increases with U), and profile power due to drag of the wings. Determining how profile power varies across speed was the most difficult task, but due to diverging processes Pennycuick concluded that it remains almost constant in the mid-range of natural flight speeds, although eventually it will increase, as speeds get very high. The wind tunnel experiments allowed Pennycuick to assign values to the three power components, which added together yielded the famous U-shaped power curve of animal flight (Fig. 1 Pennycuick's 1968 papers sparked a new era in his own, and others', research, leading to amendments and extensions of the theory, which were summarized in another 'flight classic' published as a book chapter (Pennycuick, 1975) . This paper included tables and diagrams that allowed anyone to calculate potential flight ranges J JE EB B C Cl la as ss si ic cs s JEB Classics is an occasional column, featuring historic publications from The Journal of Experimental Biology. These articles, written by modern experts in the field, discuss each classic paper's impact on the field of biology and their own work. A PDF of the original paper is available from the JEB Archive (http://jeb.biologists.org/).
in migratory birds given only the fuel load (expressed as a fraction of take-off mass) and a minimum of morphological parameters. Ever since the early days Pennycuick has remained faithful to the field of animal flight by dissecting and improving on various components of his flight mechanics theory. Importantly, Pennycuick has greatly facilitated the use of his model by distributing computer programs that calculate bird flight performance, such as optimal flight speeds and flight range. His 1989 book (Pennycuick, 1989 ) had a floppy disk on the inside cover and his most recent book, 'Modelling the Flying Bird' (Pennycuick, 2008) , is also centred on the flight performance programs (current versions available at http://www.bio.bristol.ac.uk/ people/pennycuick.htm).
A crucial factor to the success of Pennycuick's approach to animal flight was his theoretical angle of attack, and that the calculations of the flight performance thereby could be generalized and applied to any bird. The theory also implied the existence of certain optimal flight speeds (U mp -speed of minimum power; U mrspeed of maximum range), which the bird should choose depending on its task. That birds actually select their speeds in different ecological contexts, as if they knew Pennycuick's theory, is a remarkable endorsement (Hedenström and Alerstam, 1996) .
Because of its general implications nearly all research on animal flight must relate to Pennycuick's flight theory in one way or another, but it has not been without controversy. The prescribed U-shaped power curve (Fig. 1) has been tested many times. Initially researchers measured flight metabolic rate by attaching a respirometry mask to birds flying in wind tunnels. The theory predicts the relationship for mechanical power output, while wholeanimal metabolism (as measured by respirometry) measures power input. If the conversion efficiency is constant across speeds the metabolic measurements should reflect the U-shaped function, and indeed this is what Vance Tucker found in budgerigars Melopsittacus undulats (Tucker, 1968) . However, other studies, both old and recent, have obtained rather flat power curves across airspeeds, while others obtained the characteristic U-shape. This has certainly caused some confusion and even criticism, suggesting that 'Pennycuick is wrong'. More recently new methods have been used that attempt to measure more directly the work rate of the flight muscles, which should reflect mechanical power more closely, and the power curves that come out show the expected U-shape (Tobalske et al. 2003; Askew and Ellerby, 2007) .
In the 1968 paper Pennycuick also derived the 7/6 law, which says that mechanical power required to fly increases as (body mass) 7/6 , which combined with scaling of power available from muscles (ϰmass 2/3 ) suggests that there is an upper size limit for self-powered vertebrate flight of about 12 kg. Another important application of flight mechanical theory is its application to migration ecology. Pennycuick developed the basic ideas about migration range, optimal flight speed, effect of wind and body size in another influential paper (Pennycuick, 1969) . The fundamental range curve, as derived from flight mechanical principles, served as an important point of departure for what is now called optimal bird migration theory (see Alerstam and Lindström, 1990) .
When I was still a PhD student my thesis advisor Thomas Alerstam landed a sizeable grant to set up a new wind tunnel at Lund University to be dedicated to research on animal flight. Pennycuick was instrumental from the design stage to the final use of this tunnel facility, and until very recently the original computer and instrumentation, all of which were designed and installed by Pennycuick, still monitored the air flow in the tunnel. Ever since 1994 this wind tunnel has been the focus of my own research, but we now use different methods to study the aerodynamics of bird and bat flight. Although we now know that the momentum jet model developed by Pennycuick (Pennycuick, 1968b ) is an unrealistic simplification of the true geometry of the wake of a flying bird, it captures enough detail about the physics of animal flight to still make it a very useful tool for analysing bird flight performance. 
